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W e l c o m e b a c k D u t c h m e n : guide to a successful year
Alayna Parsons-Valles

itallbefore, “Ican teach myself”,
blah, blah, blah. Take advantage.
Welcome back to another The professors are there to
Hope
College
semester, answer your questions. You can
Dutchmen. As classes begin and even utilize them as someone
extracurriculars take off, it can to just talk through the content
be overwhelming. H o w do you with. Building a relationship
with your professor can really
make a successful semester?
Number one: Get a planner. help you in the future. Even
No way you can reallyremember if you don’t have a question,
all you have on that checklist of introduce yourself on a deeper
yours. Ithelps to have everything levelthan, “Hi, my name is...”Do
in one area so you can plan your itwhile you can.
Number four: Work ahead.
day more efficiently. A schedule
will save you so much time and Look at that syllabus and start
checking off assignments ahead
effort.
Number two: Find your study of when they are due. Right now
spot. The key word is your. you are pumped and ready to
Feel free to get out of the usual get work done because of the
Library bubble. Classrooms excitement of new classes. By
are obvious, but those get full the middle you’ll get bored and
fast. You need a backup. I enjoy that’s when you start to watch
studying in De Free and I am Netflix instead of doing that
not even an art student. Do like assignment. Use some of your
free time to get a chapter ahead.
Dora and Explore!
Number three: Know your Believe me, it will,help you out
professor's office hours. A great in the long run.
Number
five:
Klooster
thing about Hope is the classes
Writing
Center.
Klooster
are small and the professors
actually know your name. You comes in. handy, whether you
don’t get that at big universities. feel confident in your writing
Go in for help. I get it. W e are or don’t. It’s always beneficial
big kids and have been through to have someone go over your
C ampus E ditor

as much as the next person,
so that’s not what 1 am asking
you to do. But when you are in
class all day and studying, you
sometimes don’t realize how
much you are sitting. Get up
and take a walk. Even a walk
around campus will get your
blood flowing and may just give
you the little boost you need!
The Do w and Devos are always
there. The bike and elliptical are
not that intimidating. I admit it
willsuck while your doing it,but
you will feelgreat after.You need
a healthy body just as much as
you need a healthy mind.
Number eight: Breaks. Take
breaks. Even if they are tiny 20
A layna P a r s o n s -Va o e s
minute ones in-between study
W E L C O M E TO S P R I N G S E M E S T E R — Are you ready for
sessions. You need to have some
2017? Read these tips to stay ahead this semester and make
fun or else why do people say
Itsuccessful.
college is the best four years of
work and play with ideas. They Don’t overwhelm yourself. I your life? Go to the beach, hit
will take anything from creative said working ahead is helpful in up the bowling alley or go out
to research papers. They don’t the long run, but don’t put too to eat downtown. It’ll give you
only fix your problems, they much on your plate. Students a breath offresh air,which we all
work with you along the way. sometimes set unrealistic goals deserve.
And the best part, it’s free. They and then have no time or energy
Good luck to everyone this
also email your professor you to get there. Be smart and semester. The biggest rule is
went in for help, and that looks realistic with the planning.
to do what works best for you.
good. Just saying.
Number seven: Find time Don’t be afraid to ask for help.
Number six: Moderation. to stay active. I hate running Go get them Dutchmen!

M L K lecture addresses injustice, creating a better future
Madeline Chapman
C enter

of

DISMANTLING INJUSTICE

D iversity a nd Inclusion

The annual Martin Luther
King Jr. Civil Rights Lecture
at Hope College explored
“Dismantling Injustice: A New
Legacy for a Better Future” on
Monday; Jan. 16, at 7 p.m. in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
The public was invited.
The address was presented
by Julian Hinson, who is a 2010
Hope graduate and currently
-a fourth-year medical student
at Meharry Medical College in
Nashville, Tennessee.
His passions center around
bridging the divides that
contribute to ongoing health
disparities— both stateside and
abroad.
He continues to work with a
group of students and resident
physicians under the banner
“North of Charlotte” to that end,
bringing effective- 21st-century
care to North Nashville’s
developing community.
Hinson was president of
the Black Student Union and a
Phelps Scholar while at Hope
and is.an Amos Christie Scholar
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H o p e C ollege

M A R T I N L U T H E R KING JR. L E C T U R E - Hope alumni Julian Hinson leads MLK lecture In “Dismantling Injustice.” Ifyou
could not attend the lecture, stay tuned for upcoming events this week.
at Meharry / Vanderbilt. He is
a self-identified pseudo-hipster,
and enjoys both photography
and the power of sous-vide
cooking.
Hinson’s
presentation
was sponsored by Herman
Miller Inc. and the college’s
Center for Diversity and

Inclusion, multicultural student have worked toward the
organizations, Student Life advancement of civil rights and
office and Campus Ministries social justice, and is organized
office, and was taking place as in conjunction with the national
part of the college’s annual Civil commemoration of the life of
Rights Celebration week.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The week, running MondayThe week willinclude avariety
Saturday, Jan. 16-21, honors of additional acti\dties for the
all persons and groups who campus community, including

a focus on civil rights during
the college's Chapel services; a
panel discussion, Diversity in
the Workplace, on Thurs., Jan.
19, from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Maas Center and a special
“Time to Serve” opportunity for
students at multiple community
locations on Sat., Jan. 21.

FEATURES

SPORTS

D a n c e strikes again

“R o g u e O n e ” is the one

D u t c h m e n takes itto the court

StrikeTime Dance C o m pany
visits Hope to blow us all away.

Did you like the latest “Star Wars” movie, “Rogue
O n e ”? Check out the pros of the new film.

W o m e n ’s basketball team played against Olivet and St.
Mary. W h o c a m e out on top? Read sports to find out!
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Wednesday
Mellon Scholars Program
Ip M a a s Center Conference r o o m , ,
from 5 to 6 p.m; information about
the pro gr am arid the application wilfe-f
be presented along with time for
questions. Students are,welcome to
get dinner at Phelps a n d bring it over
to the session. A n y prior questions
students m a y have can be sent to
mellonscholars@hope.edu

Vox Populi
Vox Populi will present ‘The inaugura
tion, The History, The Importance and
The Controversy" Jn Martha Miller
Rotunda at 7 P-m. Join fora panel
discussion between students and the
history department! Hope's famous
Dutch pigs in a blanket will be served,
along with other refreshments. Bring
your questions, your open m m d and
yoqr appetite.

Thursday
S A C Coffeehouse
N e e d a place to study with s o m e
fun? Bring a study b ud dy a n d c o m e
support your fellow students as they
s h o w c a s e their talents. T h e s e perfor
m a n c e s will begin in the Kletz at 9
p.m. a n d it’s going to be a blast.

Upright Citizens Brigade Improv Co m e d y
You like improv? This improv c o m e d y
troupe w a s co-founded by A m y Poehler.
They’ll have you in stitches by the end
of the night In the Dewitt Student a nd
Cultural Center, Vanderprov will be
opening for U C B at 8 p.m.

Diversity in the Workplace
Join the Center for Diversity a nd Inclu
sion in M a a s Conference R o o m from
4 to 5 p.m. to a n n ou nc e their Diversity
in the Workplace Career Panel. The
following individuals S a l e e m Usmani,
J a m e s Ralston, Ovell Barbee and
Juanita Bocanegra will be there to
participate in the panel. C o m e and ask
questions from those in the workforce.

Friday "
Reduced Shakespeare Co.
In the Knickerbocker Theatre at 7:30
p.m., the three m a n c o m e d y troupe
will take long, serious subjects a nd
reduce.them to short, sharp c o m 
edies. They will perform their n e w
hilarious \YQi;k William S h a k e s p e a r e ’s
Lofig:LQsf First Play. C o m e a n d laugh
alongwith Shakespeare.
• • * $ 5 3

In B rief

BOERIGTER TASK FORCE

Winter Happening returns
Cuisine,.-VVVCatholicism,
biology and sports headline exciting events
v •,
«

'•I'i&i'A*'. :GregOlgers
D irector of N ews M

edia S ervices

Multiple
general-interest :
seminars led by members of
the Hope College faculty will
be among the highlights of :
the college’s annual Winter
Happening on Saturday, Jan, 28.
Presented in two blocks
in the morning, the seminars
will explore the 2016 election’s
implications for the Supreme :
Court, a new way to check the
structural safety of bridges and
buildings, how to reconcile ,
Christian faith and athletic
H ope C ollege
rivalry, how infections affect
memory, the historical impact S H O W C A S E O F FA C U L T Y R E S E A R C H — This upcoming event features six faculty presenof four foods and what it tatlons followed by a luncheon and musical entertainment.
means to be Catholic. Other
highlights during the day will be by Dr. Courtney professor of philosophy and 18 and under,
will include a luncheon with Peckens, assistant professor of department chair, who grew up
Me n ’s Basketball will host
musical entertainment, two art engineering.
in the Reformed tradition but Albion College on Saturday, Jan.
exhibitions, home men’s and
“Potatoes, Sugar, Curry and converted to Catholicism and 28, at 7:30 p.m. at the Richard
women’s swimming and diving,
Corn: A Global History Since has written a book informed by and Helen DeVos Fieldhouse.
home men’s and women’s 1500 in Four Foods”will explore the sorts of questions he asked Tickets are $10 for reserved
basketball games and a faculty- how potatoes, sugar, curry and during his own spiritualjourney, seating, $7 for adults in general
and-staff music trio. Open to corn have affected history and
The luncheon begins at 12:30 bleacher seating and $5 for those
the general public, the event
provide examples of how the p.m. at the Haworth Inn and 18 and under in general bleacher
is sponsored by the college’s world has become increasingly Conference Center ballroom, seating.
Division of Public Affairs and interconnected across the past and costs $13 per person. The
The Trio Sospiro faculty and
Marketing.
x
500 years. The presentation will event will feature entertainment stafftrio,which consists offlutist
Admission to the seminars, be by Dr. Lauren Janes, assistant by a student musical ensemble.
Gabe Southard, oboist Sarah
exhibitions,
swimming professor of history.
Also on Winter Happening Southard and pianist Sarah
competition and recital is free.
“The (Christian?) Rivalry: Saturday, the De Pree Art Bast, will perform on Saturday,
There isan admission charge for Hope-Calvin Basketball and Center and Gallery is featuring Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the John
the luncheon and the basketball the Relationship between Sport the exhibition “Between the and Dede Howard Recital Hall
games.
and Christianity” will explore Shadow and Light," which is of the Jack H. Miller Center for
The morning will feature six how sporting rivalries can exist running from Monday, Jan. 9, Musical Arts. Admission isfree,
seminars, three at 9:30 a.m. and in ways compatible with the through Thursday, Feb. 9. The
In addition to being required
three at 11 a.m. The 9:30 ami. Christian faith, with a focus
gallery isopen Mondays through for the luncheon, advance
seminars are “Structural Control on the
long-running Hope- Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. registration is recommended
of Civil Infrastructure: A Bio- Galvin basketball rivalry. The and Sundays from 1 p.m. to 5 for the seminars. Registration
Inspired Approach,” “Potatoes, presentation will be by Dr. Chad p.m. Admission isfree.
may be done online at hope.edu/
Sugar, Curry and Corn: A Global Carlson, assistant professor of
The Kruizenga Art Museum winterhappening or through
History Since 1500 in Four kinesiology and junior varsity is featuring the exhibition the ticket office in the Events
Foods” and “The (Christian?) ,men’s basketball coach.
“Gospel Stories: Otto Dix and and Conferences Office located
Rivalityc Hop.|-C§Jvin Basketball
“Unusual
Suspects: Sadao Watanabe," which is downtown in the Anderson&ftd tt^^R^Jifidnship between Conspicuous
Culprits
in running from Tuesday, Jan. Werkman Financial Center (100
Sport -and Christianity." The Cognitive Decline” will examine 10, through Saturday, May 20. E. Eighth St.). The ticket office
11 a.m. seminars are: “Unusual research
highlighting
theThe museum is open Tuesdays . is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
Suspects: Conspicuous Culprits roles of infectious agents in through Saturdays from 10 a.m. 5 p.m. and can be called at (616)
in Cognitive Decline," “The decreasing mental function, to 4 p.m. Admission isfree.
395-7890.
Court in the Crosshairs” and The presentation will be by
Me n ’s
and
women’s
Registration
during
the
“What Does It Mean to Be Dr.
Gerald Griffin, assistant swimming and diving will host morning of the event will be
Catholic?"
professor of psychology and Alma College on Saturday, Jan. from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the
“Structural Control, of Civil blolbgy.
28, at 1 p.m. at the D o w Center. Haworth Inn and Conference
nfrastructure: A Bio-Inspired
“What Does It Mean to Admission is free.
Center, located facing College
Approach” will consider a new Be Catholic?" will provide
W o m e n ’s Basketball will host Avenue between Ninth and 10th
control system to help bridges an overview of several core Alma College on Saturday, Jan. streets.
and buildings better withstand tenets of the Catholic Church. 28, at 3 p.m. at the Richard and
Students are encouraged to
events such as high winds or The presentation will be by Helen DeVos Fieldhouse. Tickets get involved with the upcomirig
earthquakes. The presentation Dr.
Jack Mulder, associate are for adults and $5 for those events on campus. ‘
^
Jo

All students are invited to
an open forum on Jan. 31 at 11
a.m. in Maas Auditorium.. Last
Nov., President Knapp appointed
a task force to envision an
expanded and reimagined career
discernment and preparation
ceritei. This effort is driven by a
generous gifton behalfof George
ittyurr.
<•••» .■•lOfN '• fo- v j.-L.*, t , ' ->
and Sibilla Boerigter to enhance
■■Aj
vr- '.-•J /Uj
urc;;LY
■•sri .-jn
our programming in this area.
W e would like to gather insights
from across campus to help us
imagine what can we do to ensure
that every student is prepared for
career success and professional
growth. Just think: What does
Hope do well related to career
discernment and preparation?
Are there gaps where we could
provide better,more, or additional
services? From your perspective, ■
what would success look like,for
the Boerigter Institute? We invite
"UL'..•
fOJV'fta!
students to come and learn m6re
--mifiA Lirqyt fo
ot •• •
about this initiative and share
-loddgi yll d*iJO'J ‘i
qi > Ztt/;. ) ft'fj'j.teii*; iWOK ~<oT
JA
your thoughts with our task force; ! ertl ‘.fejhfpw
bn ■

Are you interestedinwriting
for Campus News? Anyone
pan write. Please email the
Campus Editor at
alayna.parsonsvalle@hope.
edu with any questions.
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Another closing chapter for America

Sarah Mozdren

final request for America say taking one step closer to stabi
ing, “I'm asking you to believe. lizing relations with these coun
Not in my ability to bring about tries. Since then, officials are
After eight long years in of change— but in yours.” With his taking additional steps to make
fice, President Obama took the heart-touching speech, Presi Cuba accessible for travel and
stage in Chicago, giving his fi dent Obama has brought pow business.
nal goodbye. He left the podium erful accomplishments to this
Iran nuclear deal
as America was touched by his country. According to CBS
In July 2015, the U.S. and five
speech.
News, Obama listed his top ten other countries struck a land
He opened his speech with accomplishments that had the mark nuclear deal with Iran,
many thankful wishes and allthe greatest impact on America.
which persisted and survived a
Economy
accomplishments that changed
vote in Congress. This deal was
America as he said, “those con
Businesses added 13.7 mil beneficial to stop Iran from ob
versations are what have kept lion new jobs over a 70-month taining nuclear weapons.
me honest and kept me inspired streak. Unemployment also fell
Terrorism
and kept me going.” He contin to 5 percent, showing additional
While terrorism has been a
ued explaining, “And every day, support for a strong economy.
long stretching issue to destroy,
I have learned from you. You
Health care coverage
Obama mentioned that the U.S.
made me a better President, and
Despite several opinions on is leading a global coalition as
you made me a better man.”
the Affordable Care Act, it de this country defeats ISIS harder
Obama mentioned his goals creased the rate ofthe uninsured than ever.
of equality involving the econo in America, dropping below ten
Trans-Pacific Partnership
my, race, gender rights, foreign percent. Up to 17.6 million peo
The Trans-Pacific Partner
policies and even contributing ple and counting have gained ship involves the U.S. and 11
the constitution. “We, the peo health insurance coverage.
other countries to strengthen
ple, give itpower.”
Climate Change
economic ties between each
President Obama addition
In the past year, President other, similarly to the EU. This
allydedicated allthose who have Obama and several other na deal was seen as a significant
supported him along the way, tions united in France, where achievement that included envi
including his wife, Michelle, his they reached a new deal with ronmental protection, workers’
daughters, Malia and Sasha, and motivated goals to reduce green rights and regulatory laws.
his staff, including Joe Biden house gas emissions.
Bipartisan budget & education
and every American that helped
U.S.-Cuba relations
President Obama chose to
with his goals.
In Aug. 2015, the U.S. re highlight two bipartisan legislHe ended his speech with a opened its embassy in Cuba, tive achievements with an eduW

orld

C o-Editor

CNN

THIS IS F A R E W E L L — President Obama presented his fin
ishing speech In Chicago on Jan. 10. He closed with thankful
ness, accomplishments and hope.
cation overhaul of No Child Left
Behind and a budget deal that
avoided the threat of a govern
ment shutdown.

Same-Sex Marriage
Love won in the year 2015,
when the Supreme Court voted
5-4 giving same-sex couples the
right to marry nationwide. Since
then, couples have their freedom
to love and marry their signifi
cant other.

“The American people”
“All ofthisprogress isbecause
of you,” said President Obama,
thanking Americans. “Because
of teachers and health workers
and parents— all of us taking
care of each other. Because of
our incredible men and women
in uniform serving to protect us
all. Because, when were united
as Americans, there’s nothing
that we cannot do.”

A d d i n g C u b a to a w e b of interconnected immigration
Sophia Vander Kooy
G uest W

riter

Last Thursday, President
Obama abolished a 22-year-long
immigration policy, most com
monly known as the “Wet-Foot,
Dry-Foot” policy. This allowed
Cuban immigrants, who jour
ney to U.S. shores, the ability
to gain residency permits with
ease. In his official statement,
Obama ties a protective m o 
tive to his decision. He explains
that through the repeal, “we are
treating Cuban migrants the
same way we treat migrants
from other countries."
The intentions of this policy
are those of healing and moving
to a more efficient relationship
between the U.S. and Cuba. In
Obama's own words, "the future
of Cuba should be in the hands
of the Cuban people.” Through
removing a hand up to Cubans
seeking freedom, the Depart
ment of Homeland Security and
the Obama administration envi
sion that the Cuban people wiH
begin to stand up on their own.
An admirable hope, but one
in which many argue will only
add to the. millions of immi
grants taking on the life-threat
ening fight to find -prosperity
in the land of plenty, otherwise
known as the United States.
Kate Linthicum of the Los A n 
geles Times uses the story ofone
man, Alexander Gutierrez Garci> an evangelical pastor seek
ing religious freedom and the
catastrophic timing ofthe policy
on his own life. As Linthicum
explains, Gutierrez has been on
a journey through illness, kid

napping and starvation to seek
refuge in the U.S. Until just a few
days ago, he would be allowed
to work and eventually bring his
wife and children to live in the
U.S. N o w Gutierrez finds him
selfstranded in his own charted
territory of Costa Rica, sleeping
elbow to elbow, sick and with
out any hint of a plan. He, along
with many others, feel just a few
months short of adding to the
sea of 38,573 Cubans who found
refuge in surviving the odds and
showing up at the U.S. border,
with a number that has doubled
since 2009. Although Gutier
rez firmly claims he would not
try to cross the border illegally,
how will the other tens of thou
sands of individuals in his posi
tion, seeking to escape torment, W E T FOOT, D R Y F O O T — Cuba’s Immigration policy now allows easier access to the U.S.
Should Americans be concerned with their security or welcome those In need?
react?
The rapidly increasing in
dividuals heading on the jour too far in the future. President Gutierrez, do? The future holds people that simply show up as a
ney from Cuba combined with elect Donald Trump has been the hope, but the future is not statistic in U.S. newspapers have
close to millions of combined very ambitious with his plans now. Obama also made it clear a network just as deep and vast
Latin American countries. This for immigration altercations. He that Cuba has agreed to take any as the community at Hope Col
ranged from El Salvador, Hon has caUed for reform and a wall Cubans back that are caught by lege.
In this established place of
duras, Mexico and more that lining the U.S.-Mexico border. the U.S. border patrol and that
lead to a not so promising out Both concepts with potential the U.S. is still willing to grant education, we are giftedwith the
look. The treacherous voyage of success and also potential catas residency to Cubans that qualify ability to not only speak, but to
illegal immigration to the U.S. is trophe. Immigration reform is under asylum. Gutierrez plans have people listen. Hope wel
not a chosen method. Yet, it is necessary for individuals lying to continue his journey North comes everyone, but how can
one that millions on the horizon on both the far left and the far seeking asylum under his quest we show this if we cannot face
■choose with such severe desper right of US. politics. Obviously ..for religious freedom. The U.S. these issues? The immigrants
ation that there is not another both party's ways of getting to is notably tricky with the term wandering in a vast world of in
tangible option. For Cubans that reform differ greatly. In of “asylum,” granting itto immi decisiveness have no voice here.
However, we can give itto them.
suddenly stranded somewhere truth, no one can fully predict grants in very rare cases.
Despite which side you lean on
Overall,
the
interconnected
in the maze of foreign countries what the Trump administra
with
politics, immigration is a
after Obama’s statement, the de tion can and will do to change ness of the U.S.’s decision never
topic
worth learning about and
cision to move forward illegally the illegal immigration outcry fails to baffle. In many ways, the
speaking
for. If our intercon
or head back to Castro's Cuba to a positive, legal immigration decisions, what to vote for and
nectedness
is channeled to a
now cements them between a increase nor how long it will be against, what to talk about, what
to protest for, of typical Ameri level of solidarity, the key to im
until any conclusion ismet.
rock and a hard place.
cans ripples through neighbor migration reform is in our very
At
least
for
now,
what
can
The hope for these people
ing countries and the world. The hands.
the
thousands
of
Cubans,
l
i
k
e
lies in the future, but possibly

Russia-U.S. relations in a state of flux
lack Wolff
G uest W

riter

U.S.-Russian relations have
never been the most cordial
of international relationships.
Indeed, for many years they
were as far from cordial as one
can get without full-out war
being declared. While these
things seem to have passed,
recently Russia and the U.S. have
been butting heads once again.
It has been well documented,
with allegations of hacking
and subversion being leveled
at Russia, while they continue
to hold the West, America
in particular, in a certain
contempt. As tensions mount,
the reasons become more and
more obfuscated. Indeed, it
can be difficult to sort through
the myriad of underhanded
comments, allegations, outright
bad-mouthing and other sources
oftension, not the least ofwhich
isRussian military aggression in
easternEurope,and an American
obsession with Russian hackers.
It is important to understand
that it is not as ifthe Cold War
culminated with America and
Russia kissing and making up.
In reality, it can be interpreted
that Russia, much more affected
by W W I I than America, simply
could no longer keep up. In fact,
Reagan and Gorbachev met to

reign in the arms race, a meeting
that has been initiated by the
Soviets in an attempt to reign
in their military expenditures
that had,been spiraling out
of control. A few years later
the Soviet nation collapsed as
periphery states began leaving
the Soviet Union via revolution
or otherwise. All this goes to say,
the Cold War was never really
resolved so to speak; many of
the animosities and much of
the tensions remained. Indeed,
the major change was that the
Soviet Union ceased to be the
world power itwas.
Vladimir Putin is in the
business of changing that.
Whatever else happened and
will happen, so far he has made
a clear bid to become a world
power again, and it seems to
be working. What it does is
bring back into the forefront
of international relations with
Russia the animosity that existed
post World Wars. Especially as
Russia proves its dominance
in eastern Europe. The perfect
example of which was the
Russian invasion of Crimea. In
February 2014, Russia occupied
and annexed the Crimean
Peninsula in one of the few
modern conquests. Combined
with the Russian support of
Ukrainian rebels in other parts
of country, which, according to

the BBC including troops and
military vehicles being provided
to the rebels, Russia has clearly
made a challenge to N A T O
supremacy in Europe. For all
intents and purposes, Russia has
become territorially aggressive,
seeking to return to the landmass
of Soviet days. Coupled with
their handling of Syria and clear
economic growth, Putin has
wasted no time in establishing
Russia as a world power again,
capable of meaningful military
intervention worldwide and
domestically. This has only
contributed to rising tensions
with the U.S. who is part of
coalition forces massed in
eastern Europe and who also
considered intervening in Syria
before Russia did so.
American discontent with
Russia recentlyhita low, not only
over military aggressiveness,
but much more so over alleged
hacking from the Kremlin.
Starting in 2014 when a U.S.
cybersecurity firm asserted that
Russia had been hacking Asia,
U.S. and European companies
in order to' gain economic
advantage. Since then, America
has seen Russia as a cyber giant
waiting to strike. Fast forward
to the 2016 election, the latest
hacking scandal in which
Russia was indicated to have
hacked the D N C and released

T he N e w Y o r k T imes

R O C K Y RELATIONSHIP — Presidents Obama and Putin
have had their share of disagreements during Obama’s eight
years In office.
information damaging only to the U.S. and Russia that leave
Hillary Clinton. The U.S. has it easy to recall the Cold War.
now formally accused Russia of Indeed, the Guardian reports
tampering inthe election,adding the deputy foreign minister
to tensions mounting between Sergei Rybakova having said:
the super powers. Putin calls it “This whipping up of emotions
“rubbish”according to Guardian, regarding ‘Russian hackers’
who also reports that, according is used in the U.S. election
to the Kremlin, hackers attack campaign, and the current U.S.
every country all the time and administration, taking part in
that the Russian command had this fight, is not averse to using
nothing to do with the hacking. dirty tricks.” With sentiments
Yet, the U.S. officially claims nearly mirroring this statement
they are responsible, which calls deeply ingrained in the U.S., it
into question the election and becoming increasingly worrying
deepens mistrust and distaste as to how these issue will be
between Russia and America.
resolved, because as of right
Tensions
are mounting. now, the U.S. and Russia seem
The U.S. sees the Russians as to be re-entering a race for
aggressive both at home and dominance of a world scale,
abroad and as the aggressors in while both belittle and accuse
a series of interacting between each other of more and more.

U N vote rattles American-lsraeli relations
Sarah Mozdren
W

orld

C o -Editor

Issues are never ending in the
Middle East. Whether the news
shows terrorism, wars or cor
rupt governments, they always
have some relationship with
theirreligions. While the Middle
East island ofdeep roots for rich
history of Christianity, Judaism
and Islam, tensions rise between
them as disagreements continu
ally develop. More recently, in
late December, the clash of these
religious groups lead to contro
versy with land ownership, as an
issue involving the U.S.
One of many wars that most
people either forgot or never
studied in their history classes
was the Six-Day War in June
1967. To summarize, this war
was when three Arab states,
Syria, Jordan and Egypt were
planning a massive attack on Is
rael. The Israelis began the war
as a preventive military effort to
counter the impending attack
by Arab nations surrounding Is
rael. To prevent being attacked,
the Israelis launched a huge and
powerful military campaign
against the Arab enemies with
the help of U.S. assistance. The
Egypt, Jordan and Syria air forc
es were all destroyed by Israeli
air strikes, leading Israel to cap
ture the Sinai Peninsula, Golan
Heights and West Bank.
Opinions divide between
whether Israel's attack was an

act of aggression or a preemp
tive strike of defense.
Despite Israel’s strategic de
fense, many Arabs currently
lived in the land gained by Israel.
However, until 1978, Egypt and
Israelreached a peace agreement
giving the Sinai back to Egypt.
Israel stillowns a large section of
the Golan Heights and the West
Bank, which has continuously
lead to disagreements with land
ownership. For decades, Israel
has been building settlements of
neighborhoods and towns along
the West Bank and East Jerusa
lem, which causes tensions since
Arabs and Palestinians currently
live in these areas and want to
keep their land.
On Friday, Dec. 23, the Unit
ed Nations Security Council
voted for Israel to stop settle
ment construction since the U N
considered the settlements ille
gal under international law. The
U N claims that the settlements
interfere with a peaceful twostate solution, having both Israel
and Palestine states on a map.
The Obama administration has
also been concerned with Israel’s
settlement additions, agreeing
with the UN. Despite the history
between these two countries,
the U.S. has always been strong
allieswith Israel by vetoing simi
lar resolutions. Instead, the U.S.
stepped down and abstained
from the vote. _
O n Dec} 28, U.S. Secretary of
State John Kerry gave his final

O N E A B S T E N T I O N — The United Nations Security Council voted to completely cease all set
tlement activities In the Palestine territory while Israeli-ally U.S. remained quiet In their vote.
word in a speech defending the tanyahu, see this as a diplomatic Trump has hinted his intentions
issue. He claimed that the Israeli backstabbing betrayal. While on foreign policy with a more
settlements showed Prime Min this is Obama’s final word on aggressive approach. Will he
ister Netanyahu of Israel want the Middle East peace process, lead this in the right direction?
ing a one-state solution. He also
mentioned that although Presi
12727 RileyStreet.Holland
dent-elect Trump has hinted his
«ffr
wYm.lakeshorehabitat.org
opinions otherwise, the Obama
Do you want to add an organization to your resume that has national and
administration believes that the
international recognition? IfYES, consider joining the team at Habitat for
two-state solution is the only
Humanity. W e are looking for dedicated and driven students & young
approach for peace. Kerry ad professionals,wanting to gain valuable and real business experience in
mitted that he wanted to speak
communications, events and program development.
out about this for years, leaving
i Marketing & Special Events
Israel speechless.
! Internships (January— April 2017)
Again, this issue has two sides
to the approach, which may in
volve future foreign policy with
president-elect Donald Trump.
While the U N sees ,this as a .
closer solution to peace in the For position descriptions and .
Middle East, others, such as Ne h o w to apply,' see our website at
www.iakeshorehabitat.org/Jobopportunlties
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On Friday at 7 p.m. and Sat
urday at I p.m., StrikeTime
Dance Company performed at
die Knickerbocker Theatre. The
;company's main goal was.to pro
vide children, grades K-6, an op
portunity to experience dance in
a creative format.
The
performance,
tided
“Dancing Galleries,”was intend
ed to simulate a tour through a
museum of visual art. Andrew
Dell'Olio, professor of philoso
phy at Hope College, portrayed
the Museum Educator and Tour
Guide, leading the audience
through pieces by offering back^
ground information on particu
lar art pieces.
The first performance of the
night was “The Art of Degas,”
which, as can be inferred from
the tide,featured pieces by Edgar
Degas, a French artist famous
for his paintings and sculptures
in the subject of dance.
“The Art of Degas" was cho
reographed by Alissa Tolfussen and backed by the classical
song “Primavera" by Ludovico
Einaudi. Andrew Niedbala (T9)
portrayed Degas during the per
formance, carrying on soloist
Catherine Dustrude (T9) as if
she were one of Degas’ballerina
sculptures. Other dancers in
this performance included Marli
Achenbach (T9), Gillian Bourke
(T9), Megan Elseth (T9), Jenni
fer Lussenhop (T9), Claire Matera (T9) and Jazlyn Ruiz (T9).
The next piece, which was
performed during the Fri
day evening performance, was
“Mondrian Metro,” choreo
graphed by A m y Bickley with
the music “Pinetop’s Boogie
Woogie” composed by Clarence
“Pinetop” Smith.
The piece was inspired by the
art of Dutch painter Piet M o n 
drian, specifically his neoplasti-

T h e Kletz, located in the b a s e m e n t
of the DeWitt Student a n d Cultural
Center.

Friday
G P S - Reduced Shakespeare
Company
This three-man c o m e d y troupe will

. ^ v

be performing at the Knickerbocker
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.

A m y Poehler’s Upright Citi
zens Brigade Improv Comedy
Vanderprovwill be opening for this
K elly O c oc k

f a m o u s improv c o m e d y group at

TIM E TO D A N C E — StrikeTime Dance C o m p a n y transported children and adults to a visual
art m u s e u m this past w e e k e n d at the Knickerbocker Theatre.

8:00 p.m. in the DeWitt Student and

cism artthat consisted ofa white
base with a grid of vertical and
horizontal black lines and the
three primary colors, which are
yellow, red and blue. The danc
ers’costumes were either yellow,
red or blue, and their move
ments matched the art's pat
tern, which was projected on the
screen behind the dancers.
The dancers of this piece in-_
eluded Owosso High School
Dance Ensemble students Lillee
Brock, Halley Bunting, Alyssa
Coffman, Paige Enfield, Allison
Goward, Kerrigan Harvey, Hailee Oszust, Khayly Patterson, Ra
chel Reinke and Paige Thornton.
A m y Bickley also choreo
graphed “Harvest,” which was
arranged and restaged by Ni
cole Flirm and featured the m u 
sic “Wawshishijay" by Kronos
Quartet. The piece was inspired
by the oilpainting “The Harvest
ers" by Pieter Bruegel the Elder,
a 16th century Dutch painter
and printmaker from Brabant.
The dancers mimicked the
repetitive movements and be
haviours of the wheat harvesters
as they went about their daily
tasks. The dancers-turned-harvesters of this piece included
Dustrude, Elizabeth Orians
(T8), Alex Pasker (T9) and Xavi

Saturday
Nutmeg Ballet Auditions

er Smith (T8).
tions, with each section based
The following piece “Color/ off different shapes projected
Form" was a collaboration be onto an easel. Dancers of this
tween Angie Yetzke of Hope final piece included Achenbach,
and Kimberly Schroeder of the Bourke, Rebecca Bremer (T7),
University of Delaware and pre Taylor Clegg (T7), Dustrude,
miered atthe University of Dela Elseth, Matera, Niedbala, Ori
ware Old College Museum Sept. ans, Pasker, Olivia Roberts (T8),
2015. This piece was prerecord Ruiz and Smith.
ed in a park, with the dancers
"My favorite part of this ex
using hula hoops while dancing. perience has been the creativ
The music played throughout ity process," said Orians. “Every
the video, shot by Carrie Morris, dancer in the company provided
was “Temmie Village" (original input and choreography to the
ly from the video game Under- piece at large. And because of
tale) by A Cappella and “Earth- this, my favorite piece was en
bound-One Theme” by Smooth titled ‘Pathways' It was the sec
McGroove. This piece included ond installment of Kandinsky's
Symphony. I enjoyed this piece
the full company.
The final piece of the perfor because we got to have artis
mance was titled “Kandinsky's tic control over which pathway
Symphony” and included mul within the painting we chose
tiple pieces. “Kandinsky’s Sym and how we brought itto life."
StrikeTime’s dance for chil
phony” was an original work
by Nicole Flinn, the StrikeTime dren is a great way to introduce
Director, and dancers and is young students to the world of
inspired by the children's book art. A slideshow ofthe children’s
“The Noisy Paint Box” by artist paintings was shown before the
performance. Additionally, the
Wassily Kandinsky.
“The Noisy Paint Box” was piece “Kandinsky’s Symphony”
read live by Geoff Dick while was linked with the Zeeland el
videos ofKandinsky were shown ementary art program, which
in the background. After the gave third graders a chance to
videos finished, the next part of learn about Kandinsky while
the piece was titled “The Blue exploring and developing their
Painting” and included five sec own creativity.

Cultural Center theater.

Auditions for this production will
take place from 1:00 - 3:30 p.m. in
the D o w Center, studio 207.

TOP 10 MOST STREAMED
SONGS OF 2016
1. “One Dance” (feat. Wizkid
and Kyla) by Drake
This d a n c e hit fro m Drake's G r a m m y n o m in at ed a l b u m “Views” dominated
radio stations during 2016.

2. “Cheap Thrills” by Sia
This synth-pop s o n g w a s the written
a n d recorded by Sia for her seventh
studio album, “This Is Acting."

3. “ITook a Pill In Ibiza” by
Mike Posner
This w a s Posner’s first big hit since
his 2 0 1 0 s o n g “Cooler T h a n Me."
With the help of D e m i Lovato a n d
Nick Jonas, his n a m e has revived.

4. “7 Years” by Lukas Graham
This s o n g by the Danish soul-pop
b a n d is n om in at ed for three Grammys.

5. “This Is W h a t You C a m e
For” (featuring Rihanna) by
Calvin Harris
Harris’ track gained f a m e w h e n Taylor
Swift revealed s h e h a d written the

Art exhibit explores complexities in South Africa
Becky Downing

and Michigan. She describes her
work: “Just as our personalities
are multi-dimensional, and just
The De Pree Art Center and as we need to peel away layers
Gallery is hosting the traveling to discover the true essence of
exhibition “Between the Shadow someone or something, these
and the Light: An Exhibition pieces reflect complexity.”
The artist’s talkwill follow the
Out of South Africa” now un
til Thursday, Feb. 9. Additional curator’s talk on Friday, Feb. 3, at
events are scheduled on Friday, 4 p.m. and will be presented by
Feb. 3, at the De Pree Art Center Margaret Allotey-Pappoe, the
and Gallery, which include a cu department chair of Art & De
rator's talk, artist’s talk and clos sign and assistant professor of
ing reception. Admission to the -graphic design at Mount Vernon
exhibition and related events are Nazarehe University.
Afterwards, the closing re
free to the public.
ception
will be held on -Friday,
The curator’s talk is sched
Feb.
3
,
beginning
and 5 p.m. and
uled for Friday, Feb.^3, at 3 p.m.
and wijl be delivered by Jo-Ann ^ running lihtil roughly 6:30 p.m.
V^ril^^wyks a fiber artist and The reception will also feature a
a
':" andJ display of posters depicting stu
'professor
•ofr^|t
•a?f;hi?i.orv nt'Y.aivuV College. dents’experiences while partici
’VanR6euwyk has found numer pating in Hope College’s South
ous success in her field, being Africa May Term led by Dede
featured in galleries in Washing Johnston, a professor of com
ton, British Columbia, Montana munication.
A rts C o-Editor

The exhibition “Between the including painting, sculpture,
Shadow and the Light: An Ex installation and video, using a
hibition Out of South Africa" range of styles and approaches
features works created by 21 to explore those issues raised
Christian artists from various throughout the seminar.
“Between the Shadow and
countries, including the United
States, Canada, Kenya, Ghana, the Light: An Exhibition Out of
Nigeria, Botswana,..Zimbabwe South Africa” is co-sponsored
and South Africa. The artists by the Lilly Fellows Program for
found inspiration for their pieces Humanities and the Arts, the
by spending two weeks together Council for Christian Colleges
in South Africa at an intensive and Universities, and the Na
gel Institute of Calvin College,
seminar in June of 2013.
This group of artists also in .with major support from Walter
cluded.Katherine Sullivan, who and Darlene Hansen, the Calvin
is a professor of art and chair of Center for Christian Scholarship
the Department of Art and Art and the Joan L. and Robert C.
History at Hope. The intensive Gilkison Family Foundation.
The De Pree Art Center and
seminar she and other artists
attended was designed to intro Gallery is located at 275 Co
duce them to the many social, lumbia Ave., between 10th and
economic and political com 13th streets. The gallery is open
plexities in the region. Following Mondays through Saturdays
the program, an exhibition was from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sundays
created, which includes nearly it is open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
40 works in a variety of media, Be sure to check itout.

track under a pseudo-name.

6. “W o r k ” (featuring Drake)
by Rihanna
This pair also stole the spotlight with
their romantic relationship.

7. “Lush Life” by Zara Larsson
This p o p s o n g also topped charts in
Australia, D e n m a r k a n d Germany.

8. “Closer” (featuring Halsey)
by The Chainsmokers
The

C ha in sm ok er s are nominated

for three G r a m m y a wa rd s this year,
including “Best N e w Artist" a n d “Best
P o p D u o / G r o u p Performance.”

9. “Love Yourself” by Justin
Bieber
Bieber collaborated with G r a m m y winner Ed S he er an to write this 2 0 1 6
p op hit.

10. “Cold Water” (feat. Justin
Bieber and M 0 ) by
Major
Lazer
This is the s ec on d track on this list to
be written by Ed Sheeran.

Annah Duffey
A rts C o -Editor

Along with the start of the
;pring semester at Hope College
:omes another round of con:erts, which students are sure
:olove. Four concerts are taking
)lace over the entirety of Januiry and February. With an ID,
>tudents can purchase tickets in
Anderson-Werkman for $5.
For anyone who loves seene music while studying, Hiss
3olden Messenger is a perfect
it. The band will be coming
o the Knickerbocker Theatre
m Jan. 27 at 8 p.m. M C Taylor
:omprises the one-man folk
>and. His music consists ofcalm
icoustic guitar melodies cou-

pled with a soulful voice, a hint on their radar right now, accordofSouthern twang. Taylor comes ing to the band page— most of
from North Carolina and will be their shows are in Europe. They
on tour through April, showcas- will be performing at the Park
ing his latest album, “Heart like Theatre 8 p.m. on Feb. 17. The
a Levee.” Taylor’s style is remi- theatre is located at 248 South
niscent of Langhorne Slim and River Ave., and doors open half
occasionally Jack Johnson.
an hour prior to start time.
If alternative indie rock is
The Japanese House is commore your style, Twin Peaks is ing to the Park Theatre not long
right up your alley. The five- after, bn Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. The
person band is terrific at bring- music is mainly electronic with
ing back the harsh vocals, fast- synthesized vocals. Amber Bain,
paced music and drum-heavy a 20 year old from Buckinghamstyle that was popularized in shire, England, makes up the
the eighties. There is a nice vari- band. Her music has a very soft
ety of soft and heavy songs that and dreamy quality that has becater to various music tastes come popular among younger
among their albums. Holland is audiences. Betty W h o and The
one ofthe couple national shows Naked and Famous are other

artists with similar characteristics within their songs. All artists, originated from the United
Kingdom, Australia and N e w
Zealand respectively, are contributing to this growing stylistic theme amongst musicians
beyond the United States.
The final and most wellknown show of the concert series features Josh Garrels and
John Mark McMillan. Garrels
is a folk singer who has been
releasing albums since 2002.
McMillan’s deep, rough vocals
identify him amongst his guitardriven, alternative rock melodies. Both artists have Christian
elements to their songs and have
been in the music industry the

same amount of time. The concert takes place at 7:30 p.m. on
Feb. 27 in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel. Doors open at6:30 p.m..
Tickets will likely sellfast.
Take an affordable opportunity to see these musicians.
Spreading across the musical
spectrum, each artist has something unique to offer. No two
concerts will be alike, and there
will surely be songs to dance to
at every performance. Music is
vital to student lifeat Hope, providing a gateway to thoughts beyond the confining lines ofclasses. Therefore, take a break from
your study schedule and enjoy
the music line-up that Hope has
to offer.

Must-watch movies before Oscar season
Becky Downing
A rts C o -Editor

The Academy of Motion Pic
ture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) will be presenting this
year’s picks for the 2017 Acad
emy Awards, or “Oscars”, on
Jan. 24, in a segment that will
live-streamed on their website
and featured oh ABC's “Good
Morning America”. Although
movie junkies must wait almost
a week to see these nominations
announced by past winners Jen
nifer Hudson and Brie Larson,
“Oscar buzz” is already swarm
ing around a handful of movies.
Here are a few films movie junk
iesmay want to watch before the
Oscars premiere on Feb. 26.

even beat out Justin Timberlake
and Lin-Manuel Miranda for
Best Song at the Golden Globes.
Chances are this may be the year
that a movie musical wins big.

“Hacksaw Ridge”
Actor Andrew Garfield takes
a break from playing Spider Man
to portray a World War II con
scientious objector who saved
the livesof75 wounded infantry
men without firing a single bul
letin “Hacksaw Ridge.” Based on
the ttue story of Medal ofHonor
winner Desmond T. Doss, this
picture also stars Vince Vaughn
and sees Oscar-winning direc
tor Mel Gibson at its helm. This
movie may also garner Garfield
his first Academy Award nomi
nation for “Best Actor.”

“Moonlight”

IndieW

Directed by Barry Jenkins,
“Moonlight” is a strong turn
“Fences”
away from the #OscarsSoWhite
Adapted from the Pulitzer
controversy that surrounded Prize-winning play of the same
last year’s Academy Awards, as name, “Fences” stars and is di
it centers on three chapters of rected by Denzel Washington.
a black-American living in Mi The story follows a sanitation
ami during the “War on Drugs” worker during the 1950’s as he
era. Audiences follow protago struggles to connect with his
nist Chiron through childhood, son and get over his lost dream
adolescence and adulthood of playing professional baseball.
as he grapples with domestic This causes tension between
abuse and his own sexuality. him and his wife, played by Viola
The picture already won “Best Davis. Davis also performed the
Motion Picture - Drama” at the play opposite Washington in
2017 Golden Globe Awards and 2010, and itgarnered numerous
boasts a cast of movie newcom awards. She recentlywon a 2017
ers and entertainment veterans, Golden Globe award for “Best
including Trevante Rhodes, Supporting Actress”, so critics
Marhershala Ali and Janelle are expecting an Oscar nomina
Monde.
tion for her this year.

“La La Land”
Three years ago director
Damien
Chazelle garnered
award nominations and wins
with his movie “Whiplash.” This
year, he may win the most cov
eted award in Hollywood for “La
La Land.” Starring Ryan Gosling
and E m m a Stone, this original
movie musical follows the rela
tionship of a jazz pianist and as
piring actress as they chase their
dreams in Los Angeles. Gosling
and Stone are excepted to get
Oscar nominations, and lyri
cists Benj Pasek and Justin Paul

“Manchester by the Sea”

ire

‘LA LA L A N D ’T A P S ITS W A Y INTO A W A R D S S E A S O N - Ryan Gosling and E m m a Stone
lead this original movie musical that Is a shoo-in for ‘Best Picture’at this year’s Oscars.

H uffington P ost

Actor Ben Affleck's brother, ‘M O O N L I G H T ’ S H I N E S O N S C R E E N — Barry Johnson's drama Is expected to be ‘La La
Casey Affleck, is finally mak Land”s biggest competition at this year’s Academy Awards.
ing his way into the spotlight
after starring in this drama. In also singled out Lucas Hedge.
his true family. Actress Nicole Ruth Negga were nominated
“Manchester by the Sea”,Affleck
Kidman also appears in thisfilm. for Golden Globes and Critics
plays a single Boston janitorwho
Ji
? HO 7
{V •
“Lion”
Choice awards, and are expect
finds himself taking care of his
Eight years after gaining '
‘loving"
ed to snag Oscar nominations.
nephew after his brother sud praise for his performance in the .
Written and directed by Jeff Movie theaters screened “Lov
denly passes away. Written and Oscar-winning movie “Slumdog. Nichols, this historical drama ing” in November. It will be at
directed by Kenneth Lonergan, Millionaire”,actor Dev Patel has tells the story of real-life cou the Knickerbocker Theatre this
the picture also boasts a criti achieved success again in 2016’s ple .Richard and Mildred L ovt spring at 7:30 p.m., from Jan. 30
cally acclaimed performance by “Lion". Adapted from the book ing,.whose interracial marriage, ^ Feb. 4, so Hope College stu
Michelle Williams, and both she “A Long Way Home,”“Lion”cen spurred a legal battle fhat ended: dents hoping to gear up before
and Affleck are expected to gain ters on a 30-year-old adopted up at the Supreme Court. Ac the Academy Awards may view
Oscar nominations. Critics have ’Indian man who sets out to find tor Joel Edgerton and actress this contender.
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REVAMPED GALAXY
1MHY 'ROGUE ONE’MATTERS

a
—
break’“R °gUe 0ne’’h theaterS-Marketed “ a “‘St-Wars' story,” the traders pronused action, adventure and an experience unlike any of
its StarWars predecessors. In 201S, the excitement over Luke, Leia and the Skywalker legacy was brought front and center with the continuation of the beloved
series with StarWars: The Force Awakens.” This story drew from the nostalgia of the original trilogy while also incorporating elements of the prequels, which
culminated in hope for the “StarWars”universe for the future.
However, while the general atmosphere surrounding “The Force Awakens” was steeped with excitement, Disney’s attempt at a standalone, “Rogue One,”
was met with apprehension. After all, the story was taken from a small plot detail in Episode IV about finding plans to the Death Star.The famous jedi were absent
from the marketing materials and the faces featured were not recognizable. Could a “StarWars” movie, set in the universe with some elements of famiharity, do
well without the Skywalker name to carry it?The answer to that question is yes, yes it can. In fact, some might even argue that “Rogue One” was better than’“The
Force Awakens.” Ifyou are crying blasphemy, take a m o m ent to hear m e out.This movie mattered, and in some ways opens up more potential for the universe than
“The Force Awakens” did. |Warning: Spoilers to follow! i

1

It shows that 'StarWars’ exists outside the

It’s a w a r movie that shows the

Skywalker trilogies.

realities of war.

This movie worked to separate itselffrom the

There are a lot of movies about fighting the odds,

trilogies. Right from the beginning, itjumped in with

where every character comes out happy in the end. In fact,

out the typical crawl, setting up the story.The familiar

some of the original“StarWars” plot lines follow this: Han,

film score was lacking, and instead w e got familiar

Luke and Leia miraculously defeat the Empire, destroy

sound effects and hints of the Original “StarWars”

ing two Death Stars while coming out alive. “Rogue One”
reminds us that, in war, not everyone makes it out. In fact,

melodies. There were no jedi, but instead devoted

none of the characters we are introduced to make it.While

followers to the force and the hope it symbolizes. The

some people might be upset about this—maybe you didn’t

lack of these elements helped us think of this movie in

have enough time to become attached to them for their

terms of its o w n entity. Instead of seeing the familiar

deaths to fully impact you. However, the portrayal is accu

“Star Wars” landscape and comparing it to the original

rate. Not everyone survives on luck. Sometimes, in order to

trilogy or “The Force Awakens,” \ye can begin to look

help a cause bigger than yourself, sacrifices need to be made.

at it on its own.

^

It gives a n e w me an in g to Episode IV.
“Rogue O n e ” answers the plot hole question that

^

It gave us the Darth Vader w e had only
heard r u m o r s of.

people have been wondering since 1977: h o w does one
small torpedo blow up an entire Death Star? H o w could

W e always knew he was feared, but we

the Empire have been so incompetent as to miss that

never really saw why up until now. Even if

detail while creating their superweapon? The answer:

the movie was a drag for you, the entire thing

it was planted. It really is a genius explanation, and it

was worth it because of those last few minutes

transitions well into “A N e w Hope.” W h e n watching the

when we saw Vader take down an entire group

movie, you n o w know what sacrifices had to be made in

of soldiers. W e saw the terror they experi

order to get those plans to Princess Leia. All of a sud
den, Leia is lying through her teeth to the biggest terror
of the galaxy. The fight to destroy the Death Star is a
bigger deal, because w e saw what happened the last time

enced, the hopelessness when facing him. W e
got to see his power—not only with the fightsaber, but with the force in action, not just to

the rebellion went head-to-head with the Empire. It

intimidate in meetings. I could see an entire

makes “A N e w Hope” more exciting because it exists for

movie on Vader with that kind of action and be

more than just world-building and exposition.

perfectly content.

at
#

^

It didn’t give in to H o l l y w o o d whitewashing.

Yes, the dialogue wasn’t the strongest (“Save the rebellion,
save the dream!”), however that was never “StarWar’s” strength.

Jhis, perhaps, is the most relevant and impor-

Remember when An akin hit on Padme using his hatred of sand?

%rit detail. This movie is coming from Disney, a giant

Yes, it was weird to see a CGI Peter Cushing gracing the screen, 20

in Hollywood and the film industry. Instead of giving

years after his death. However, “StarWars” has always been ground

in to whitewashing— which typically is when stories

breaking with their cinematic technology!Yes, the Death Star was

are told that favor white people as the main character
11 as predominately casting white people in main
mbraced diversitvs^^^Ehe main characters
m

on the mission, nbt on^of them is a white
character we learn the most background

a prominent aspect of theplot, however the focus was'th^'thre^tit
posed and the potential to bring hope to'a rebellion that was strug
gling to survive, which gives us echoes of the StarWars story without
recycling ideas like “The Force Awakens.” Yes, itwas sad not to hear
John Williams’epic film score as the backdrop for Jyn and Cassian’s
adventures, but again, the goal was to differentiate and break away
from the trilogies.

out is a woman. Her mentor is a filack m a n wh o
:ed as her father growing up. Her counterparts did

All in all, the movie worked because itshowed the potential
the StarWars universe has on the big screen apart from the iconic

not give in to eurocentric ideals— the actors kept their

stories. It brought us hope for a future outside of the trilogies, and

accents and did not have to take on American or Brit

it reminds us that the galaxy far, far away is so much bigger than we
could have imagined.

ish accents.
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Love is a verb
M a x w e l l Stremler
Guest Writer
W W J D bracelets were a huge phe
nomena of the 2000s. Every kid had
them and would mock other kids in their
decision making by jokingly using that
four letter phrase. The one part of this
little phrase that I think gets misunder
stood or simply disregarded is the “D ” at
the end. What would Jesus do? Not just
think. H o W would Jesus handle himself
in this situation? H o w would Jesus actu
ally act?It’s so easy to say we love everydhe, but would we really let all the chil
dren come?
I feel as though some people have
misconstrued ideas of their faith being
“perfect.” As if that’s actually a possi
bility. The reality is that we don’t know
God or that were even correct in what
we believe. It’s a hard reality to face, I
know. W e live in a society that thrives on
glaring at others’ failures. Well, look at
your own. Are you really living as Christ
would? Personally, I can say that I cer
tainly struggle with this and am in no
way better than my neighbor.
Faith isn’t just in our heads; it’s a liv
ing, breathing part ofour lives. The fruits
of the spirit are: love, joy, peace, pa
tience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. If these are
supposed to be the indicators of Chris
tian life, then why exactly do we live the
liveswe do?
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Love, it’s what J,was raised to believe
is the most important teaching the Bible
gives us. Show .your neighbor you, love
them, be a friend or a shoulder to cry on.
Exude love in whatever you do. Unless I
don’t understand the other eight fruits
correctly, none of them contradict what
we are to do according to love. It’s un
conditional. Part of this is disregarding
any differences one may have with some
one else, and that may be the most dif
ficult part. In order to fully care and love
someone, we must be able to truly real
ize that they’re our brother or sister in
Christ, our neighbor and someone who’s
also made in the image of God. When Je
sus said, “Let all the children come,” he
did not include, “unless they’re different,
then no."
Declaring love is very easy. Dear
reader, I love you. That’s true! I do love
you, we’re called to love everyone. But
reading that didn't incite too many emo
tions, did it? Well no, because I didn’t
show you that I love you. It’s the same
way with our faiths-prove it! There are
very few things I wouldn’t do for the
people in my life. Every once in awhile
I feel the absolute need to make sure
certain people know they’re loved. M y
group of friends in high school consisted
of me and eighteen girls. By no means
should I be considered a “player” in any
sense of the word either, they’re like my
sisters, and I love them all.At one point
one of the girlsthat’s closest to me began
to tell me that she struggles with feeling
beautiful, and has body image problems.
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W h e n Jesus said, ‘L e t ‘all the
children c o m e , ’ he did not in
clude, ‘unless they ’re different,
then no.’
___________ ________ __

99

I felt terrible, how could I let any of my
friends go through that? So the next day
Itold her how beautiful she was, Ihad to.
Oddly enough that really didn’t feel like
enough... So I went to m y entire friend
group and told every one of those girls
that they’re all incredibly beautiful in
their own way. They've never forgotten
what I said, and I’llbe honest, I don’t re
member what exactly I said, but Ibright
ened their days and showed them love.
Once we realize how much our joy and
love means to other people, not just our
selves, we'll livesuch amazing and fulfill
ing lives that we can feel love and joy in a
true sense, just as God gives itto us.
I’ve been told by some people that
there’s a difference between being a mor
al person and being a Christian. While
that may be true, being a moral person
does not mean you are not a Christian.
There are many moral people who are
Christians, and many Christians who are
not moral. A lot of what I do and say re
lies on God showing me my morals and
how I feel called to live. M y faith isn’t in
my head; my parents taught me to live it
out and see the lovablenessTn others that
Jesus saw as well. All people, all the chil
dren, and it'snot easy, it’s actuallyincred-

ibly difficult. Jesus walked on water and
asked Peter to join Him. Peter declared
that he had faith, but When tested, when
told to stand out on.the water, where he
was no longer just in his own head or
testing his faith by himself, he began to
sink. Peter, of all people, sank. Someone
who stood by Jesus' side through almost
everything. H o w in the world are we
then supposed to be like Christ? IfPeter
can't, I can’t, right? Absolutely not! W e
all have to prove our faith to the world
and to fellow Christians through the love
we show to the world.
There are many interpretations of the
Bible that divide people and nations, but
we seem to forget the biggest teaching
that the Bible has. John 3:16: “For God so
loved the world that he gave his one and
only Son, that whoever believes in him
shall not perish but have eternal life.”
Wow, ifGod iswilling to give up His one
and only son because He loved the rest
of the world, why can’twe make some of
those same sacrifices for those around
us? “For God so loved the world...” God
knew the world was sinful, God knew
the world was wrong, God knew that
the people He created in His own im
age were faltering at their own Father’s
teachings. But God did not falter. God
loved us unconditionally. W e need to
exude this same unconditional love, not
just in our minds, but in our actions and
lives, because I, for one, do not want to
sink when called to stand out upon the
water.

Better with a betta
Stephanie A r n d t
Voices Editor
“Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and you feed him for a life
time.” That’s how itgoes, right? No one talks about what happens when you give a woman a fish.
Iwalked into Petco recently with every intention of getting lost among the aisles of animals and
jokingly asking my m o m ifIcan have one. Childish, Iknow, but itfeltgood to be childish for a min
ute. M y m o m rarely takes my animal-requests to heart because there is always a new animal that I
would love to have and money could never keep up with my love for animals. After being knocked
back into the rhythm ofclasses and buried by readings, itfeltgood to think that a fish could brighten
my week. I did my research for fun and came home prepared to make a small, seemingly-hopeless
case to m y m o m on why a fish would enhance my college living. Shockingly, Ifound myself looking
at the Betta fish longingly when my m o m said yes.
Don’t be fooled by the tiny, inhumane plastic cups that these fish are sold in. There is nothing
simple about these fish. Ilooked among the cups that Petco had neatly filed them away in and no
ticed that most were laying on the side of the cup and others were floating questionably near the
surface. I felt sick knowing itwouldn’t be long before these fish die in their cup that can hardly fit
their long fins or in a bowl that can hardly contain a gallon ofwater. Still,Iwas on a mission to save
just one.
I brought the fish that seemed the most livelyhome with me and named him Poseidon after the god of the sea. Poe, as Ihave nicknamed him, has high hopes attached to
his name just as Ihave high hopes for his survival in m y care. Although he will most likely liveonly 1.5-3 years (like most Bettas are expected to do), Ifind myselfwondering
what itmust be like to exist on this earth as a commercialized and domesticated creature.
M y fish eats and swims. That ishis life.Poe makes puffy faces at his reflection on the tank, swims over occasionally to see what Iam reading, looks atwho Iam talking to
when ISkype and lounges on the rubber ledge ofthe heater when he feels tired. He's cute, but he doesn't do too muchv So why am Iwriting about him? W h y does,the tiny-life
ofm y fish matter? Itprobably doesn’tto you. This may seem like a waste of room and ink on this page. At least,to you itmay. Still,when Igo home after a long day and check
what Poe isdoing as he observes what Iam doing, Ican assure you the experience isthe most rewarding part ofsome days. Ican promise you that lifeisbetter with a Betta.

Interested in writing for Voices?
Email Stephanie Amdt at

Stephanie. a m d t @ h o p e .edu
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Sore losers
Colin O ’Connor
World News Co-Editor
Donald Trump’s election to the presi
dency three months ago came as a huge
reliefforone halfofthe United Statesand
sent the other into a fearful, teary-eyed,
state of emergency. Come Friday, Mr.
Trump will become President Trump,
starting his so called “illegitimate”presi
dency without the support of many
people who had sported “I’m With Her”
stickers and signs during the campaign.
Not only will President Trump lack their
support, he will face their direct opposi
tion through the numerous protests and
events that are being planned for Jan 20
and the following days.
In years past, incoming presidents,
regardless of their views, have had the
widespread support of the population.
Win or lose, if you vote in an election
in the United States you must accept
the fact that the candidate you vote for
might not win. Since this might come
as a surprise for the millions of young
Americans, like myself, who have been
raised with participation awards and no

cut sports and clubs looking to booster of Trump supporters are fed up with
our self-esteem, losing is always an op the ironic intolerance that the Left ex
tion. Although it may have seemed like udes. The Left portrays itself as being
Clinton could not be beat, her support the more accepting political ideology,
lay almost entirely in the cities and and with the support of many minor
metropolitan areas, rather than in the ity groups and by pursuing progressive
disaffected “fly-over” states that make policies, this is often taken for a fact.
up most of the country geographically. However, when defeated on the political
While maybe more liberal, progressive, stage, the Left lashed out with charges of
city dwellers were able
racism towards any who
to overlook the clear cut
supported Trump, call
corruption that the Clin
ing his victory a setback
ton’s embody, the rest of
for civil rights, and by
Instead of protesting
the country is clearly fed
pushing the bogus story
his victory, push for
up with the blatant cor
of “Russian Hacking”
meaningful change.
ruption and overt politi
as the sole reason for
cal correctness the Left
why Hillary lost. While
and their supporters
— ---- preaching acceptance
exhibit. Donald Trump
and diversity, the Left
struck a cord with many Americans who J
r_,______________
_ views
promotes
intolerance__
of____
other
had been forgotten by both politicalpar- and alienates literally half of the coun
ties; by calling those who support him tryfrom their beliefs. With inauguration
racists and fascists, the Left isincreasing day less than three days away, maybe inthe divide between themselves, and the stead of protesting Trump’s position as
right at a time when the United States president. Leftists could protest some
need to come together as a country.
his policies? Or maybe instead of atThis election has elicited deep feel- tempting to delegitimize his authority
ings and beliefs from both sides of on the first day they could wait and see
the political spectrum. The millions what happens rather than undermin

ing one of our nations highest offices?
Trumps victory was not due to racism
and misogyny, rather it was a victory
for the citizens of the “fly-over” states,
unhappy with decades of elitism, cor
ruption, political correctness, nation
building and being called a racist for
advocating for the enforcing of basic
border protections. Imay not agree with
allthat Trump stands for,but he was the
best vehicle for any change whatsoever
to occur.
Opponents of Trump: instead ofpro
testing his victory, push for meaning
ful change. Fight his lewd remarks and
advocate for the implementation of his
new immigration policy (hint he likes
nice immigrants too). Rather than fur
ther prove yourselves as being intoler
ant and shortsighted, do something to
help your community or those who are
affected by policies you disagree with.
Please do not waste your time scuffling
with police and trying to sabotage a na
tional event, you only distance yourself
from the rest df the nation.
Trump won, and for better or for
worse on Jan 20 he will become the lead
er of the United States.
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Angry A d a m: Overrated and Uninteresting
A d a m Nottoll
C o -Ed uorhn -Chief
© A d a m N ottoli

Most won’t debate the fact
that 2016 was a terrible year. By
the end of the year, there had
been plenty of celebrity deaths,
a controversial election and
plenty of other disasters. Most
thought by December that a lot
of what was going on was com
ing to a close and the bright
light of 2017 seemed to be shin
ing down the tunnel. However,
December would bring us two
last Star Wars tragedies. One
was the death of the illustrious
Carrie Fisher, known for her
iconic role as Princess Leia in
the original Star Wars trilogies.
Her death was untimely and
devastating. The other tragedy
was the newest Star Wars movie,
“Rogue One” that hit theatres in
December 2016. Many claimed
that the first-ever stand-alone
Star Wars movie was a success
and that they loved it.But those
people are wrong.

Don’t get me wrong, “Rogue
One” definitely isn’t the worst
movie that I’ve ever seen. It’snot
even the worst movie that I’ve
seen this year (looking at you
“Suicide Squad”). But “Rogue
One,” while not being an in
trinsically terrible movie, was
arguably the worst of the series,
worse even than the legendarily
terrible prequels. Thankfully for
you, I’ve taken some time to out
line why this movie was so dis
appointing. But be warned, this
will be rife with spoilers, so if
you haven’t seen the movie yet,
don’tread this.

tion. It’s an incredibly small hole
and pilot Luke Skywalker shoots
a missile into this hole which de
stroys the Death Star. Now, let’s
put allof this information into a
real-life sense to reallyexplain to
you how impossible this is.
lb. The math doesn’tadd up
Think about any factory that
you’ve seen in your daily lifethat
is constantly doing its best to
murder the environment. Think
about all of the pollution that
is exiting the multiple stacks
on the top of that factory. N o w
factories are really big buildings,
but you know what’s bigger?
Space stations that get mistaken
for small moons.
A quick Google search shows
that the Death Star was roughly
140 to 160 kilometers in diam
eter. Volume can be found using
radius cubed times pi. As the
radius would be about 70 km
at the smallest, this means that
the volume of this structure sus
pended in space is 1.44 x 10A6
cubic kilometers. That is much
larger than any factory on Earth,
not to mention the fact that it
is also self-sustaining with oxy
gen and apparendy food/water
enough to fillthe needs of all of
the people working there. Yet,
there isonly one small vent, only
a few feet wide to funnel every
thing out of the reactor? That
isn't a design flaw, that’s a legiti
mate miracle.

Starting at the right side of friend, Saw Gerrera and boom,
the T, the missile entered in the screen reads “Star Wars.”
a straight line, then at some This isn't that bad. Granted, the
point took a 90 degree turn to story shouldn’t open so far be
head to the reactor of the sta fore the action starts, but that's
tion. The movie explains this as reallyjust Disney’s kind of thing.
Luke turns off his ship lock-on The real issue with this scene is
mechanism and “uses the force” that every second of it is shown
to guide the missile. In short, again in a flashback right away. It
nobody except for a jedi could feels like you’re watching a tele
even possible make the shot, as vision show. They had to remind
itisimpossible for a missile that you what happened “lasttime on
only goes straight to turn 90 de this terrible movie.”
grees mid-flight. Again, thisvent
3. The characters stunk!
is not a design flaw or plot hole,
it’s a perfect design.
N o w let's talk about some of
Furthermore, let’s discuss
the fact that you needed a jedi the characters. Protagonist Jyn
in order to destroy this space Erso is the moody, brooding,
station. If you’ve watched the whiny teenage girl that graces
third Star Wars movie, “Attack us with her presence as the main
of the Clones,” or the animated character. Natalie Portman, Car
television show, you know that rie Fisher and Daisy Ridley did
once Order 66 was given by the an amazing job portraying the
Emperor, all jedi were killed, or important female characters up
thought to be killed.That means, to this point, but when Felic
that at the time of Rogue One, ity Jones steps onto the screen,
there were two known force us you immediately want to cry.
ers in the galaxy: Darth Vader, a Whether itwas her character or
bad guy, and Emperor Palpatine, acting that rivals Hayden Chris
tensen’s acting in the prequels,
the other bad guy.
When “A New Hope” starts, every minute of her on-screen
we learn that Obi-Wan Kenobi time made me want to leave the
survived, and saved the son of theatre. Jyn isevery bitas annoy
Anakin Skywalker, Luke Sky- ing and whiny as young Anakin
walker, the movie’s protagonist, Skywalker but brings a moodi
and then we learn about Yoda, ness to these traits that left me
anotherjedilater.You know who wishing I could stick my head in
didn’t know that? Galen Erso. the ground like an ostrich.

The guy who apparently made
a “major flaw” in the Death Star
to allow for it to be destroyed.
What, did he think a regular guy
lc. Not how physics work
was going to warp reality and
use magic to turn a missile? The
Now, let’s think again about story isn't necessary. It’s not a
this vent once more. You'll no plot hole. This movie makes no
i. W e didn’tneed it!
tice if you re-watch “A New sense.
Hope" that Luke shot a missile
This story was exactly as nec into the vent while flying in a
2. So many unneeded scenes
essary as wearing socks while straight, horizontal line. The
swimming. In short, it isn’t at missile shot in a straight line,
But that point has now been
all. The story, is that a man was something characteristic of the beaten into the ground. Instead
forced to complete plans of the X-wing fighters that Luke was let’s talk a littlebit about the be
Death Star after the empire kills flying at the time. Somehow ginning of the film. It's a heart
his wife. His daughter is sent to that missile went into the reac touching moment thatshows Jyn
retrieve her father/his plans and tor core. Ifyou're not yet under Erso, our newest protagonist, as
sets offto find him. Guess what, standing why this is an issue, I a child as her father isbeing tak
thedad actuallyhad a secretplan need you to design your own vi en away. Her m o m pulls some
where he made itso itwould be sual. Draw a circle. N o w draw a kind ofneedless shenanigan that
possible to destroy the Death straight line from the top of the serves only to let us watch her
Star! Now, let’s review how the circleto the bottom ofthe circle, die so that we know Jyn has no
Death Star was destroyed in “A and make a dot in the middle of where else to go, and her father
New Hope.” The rebels find out that line. Now, draw a line per is taken by another space Nazi,
that there is a single exhaust pendicular to that line on the which have come to be com
port that goes from the reactor top, leavingyou with what looks monplace in the new Star Wars
to the surface of the space sta like a capital T.
films. Jyn issaved by her father's

watching him a littlebit, his true
purpose soiled the experience.
4. It’s nothing new.
Apparently, one major argu
ment for this movie is that it’s
a good Star Wars movie that
doesn’t follow the normal Star
Wars formula. But it follows
the formula exactly! W e have a
trio of characters on a journey
to help a rebellion that at least
one didn't care about, they have
to stop a Death Star and we see
the Death Star use itslaser to de
stroy something in an awesome
explosion. Sounds pretty cutand-dry Star Wars to me.
5. Some things were okay
These aren’t the only issues
with this movie, but this is get
ting entirely too long. Cassian
was a terrible character and
kyber crystals are basically the
midichlorians of this movie they’re unneeded exposition.
But, like I said, this movie isn’t
the worst movie, so how about a
few pros to the movie. Darth Va
der did have his obligatory cam
eo in the end ofthe movie to tear
apart a few of the rebel soldiers.
Couple that with the fact that
James Earl Jones returned to
voice his iconic character again,
and this was an amazing scene
to have the sith lord return for.
Chirrut and Baze, a couple

The best character in the film
was Saw Gerrera, portrayed by
Forrest Whittaker. Gerrera is of characters met by our annoy
a character with no more than ing trio, are amazing characters.
20 minutes 6f screen time. He's They're incredibly interesting,
a cool, intense character who funny and give us the coolest ac
looks amazing and serves as tion scenes in the movie. Finally,
what feels like a rebel version at the end of the movie, every
of Darth Vader. He’s only part body dies, and sadly* this is one
robot, but he’s fully incredible, of the biggest pros of the movie.
and Whittaker's acting brings Having everyone live would
it to another level. But the big leave far too many loose ends
gest name on the roster ofpretty and unknown characters for
poor actors isshunned from the anybody to be okay with. Plus,
screen and leaves you wishing it’s a nice feeling to know we’ll
never have to deal with seeing
that he was the main character.
Other than that, the most Jyn or Cassian again.
Overall, thismovie wasn’tthe
notable character that Iwas left
dissatisfied with was K-2SO, a worst movie I'd seen, but itwas
reprogramed Imperrial robot. bad. Disney realized that they
He’s quirky, he’s funny and he’s hadn’t capitalized on the Star
literally only in the movie to be Wars brand for an entire year,
the new C-3PO. BBS took over and thought they had to rush
R2-D2’s spot in our hearts, and something out into theatres to
they needed a new robot to appease the masses. Would I
take over his quippy counter watch it again? Maybe. Would I
part. That's the only purpose of pay to see it again? There is no
this new robot. While Ienjoyed chance that Iwould.

Packers gearing up for conference championships
Top-ranked C o w b o y s fall as the final four get ready to face-off this Sunday
Isabel Bustamante
S ports C o -Editor

This past weekend, eight
teams entered the divisional
round of the NFL playoffs look
ing to clinch a spot in the con
ference championships. The
Packers took down the Cowboys
34-31 with an intense fight in
the fourth quarter. The C o w 
boys put the first points on the
board with a 50-yard field goal
from Dan Bailey, but Aaron
Rodgers found Richard Rodgers
for a 34-yard touchdown to put
the Packers ahead. The Cowboys
next points came from a 40-yard
pass perfectly placed from Dak
Prescott into the hands of Dez
Bryant. This came in the second
quarter after the Packers had
already scored a pair of touch
downs earlier in the quarter.
Both touchdowns were scored
by running back Ty Montgom
ery. At halftime the score was
21-13 with the Packers ahead.
Midway through the third
quarter, Rodgers threw an in
terception giving the Cowboys
a chance to score a touchdown
only after the Packers had
thrown another touchdown be
forehand. The Cowboys took the
chance to tie up the scole when
Prescott made a pass to tight
end Jason Witten to bring the
score to 28-20.
Then Bryant scored his sec
ond touchdown ofthe night with
Prescott running in a two-point
conversion. The Cowboys man
aged to tie the Packers with 4:08
to go in the fourth quarter and
a close battle ensued. Packers
scored a 56-yard field goal and
Bailey of the Cowboys tied itup
with a 52-yard field goal shortly
after. However, the 35 seconds
remaining on the clock after the
field goal was just enough time
for the Packers to get in range
for Crosby to nail in a 51-yard
field goal to win the game and
compete for the NFC's confer
ence championships against the

Falcons who took down the Seahawks 36-20.
The Falcons quarterback,
Matt Ryan, had a big game
throwing 338 yards and three
touchdowns to help send the
Falcons to their fourth N F C
championship game.
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Sports

Wednesday
M e n ’s basketball

Jan. 18

vs. Adrian College at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday
S w i m and dive

Jan. 21

vs. Albion at 1:00 p.m.

In B rief

The AFC Divisional Round
In the other division, the Pa
triots beat out the Texans 34-i6
and the Steelers beat out the
Chiefs in a close 18-16 game.
The Steelers were able to squeak
out a victory only by help from
the special teams. Six field goals
by kicker Chris Boswell allowed
the Steelers to beat the Chiefs at
Arrowhead Stadium on Sunday
night. Boswell isnow 14 for 14 in
the postseason - setting an NFL
record. Running back Le’Veon
Bell gave the Chief's defense
a hard time with 170 rushing
yards. The Chiefs put up a fight
despite being down by eight in
the fourth with a touchdown
by Spencer Ware. However, a
holding call against the offense
resulted in a second attempt at
the two-point conversion, and
ended in the Chiefs postseason
run to come to ah end.
On the other side of the
bracket, Tom Brady led the team
with 287 passing yards and two
touchdowns. However, Brady
was hard hit by Houston's No. 1
ranked defense.
O n Jan. 22, these four teams
will be competing for a chance
at the Superbowl. In the AFC,
the favored Patriots (14-2-0) will
take on the Steelers (11-5-0) at
3:05 p m ET. Over in the N F C the
Packers (10-6-0) and the Falcons
(11-5-0) kickoff at 6:40 p m ET:
With arguably three of the best
quarterbacks of the regular sea
son, Brady, Rodgers and Ryan,
plus Roethlisberger, who iscom
ing off a torn meniscus this sea
son, conference championship
watchers can look forward to
seeing some top-rated quarter
back play.

T his W

RED WINGS WIN MUCH
NEEDED GAME AGAINST
PENGUINS

W
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S W E E T S U C C E S S — Aaron Rodgers leads the Green Bay
Packers to another conference championships with a 356yard and two touchdown game.

W

ikimedia

SPECIAL T E A M S T A K E O V E R — Chris Boswell of the Pitts
burgh Steelers carried the te a m to the next round by scoring
all 1 8 points. Boswell’s six field goals sets a n e w record for
the NFL.

CALL FOR PAPERS!
H a v e y o u written a substantial p a p e r in the field of Theatre, Histon,', Art, Music, Philosophy,
English, Languages, Religion or Dance that you would like to share with the H o p e community? Submit it for consideration to the

BILL A N D M A U R A REYNOLDS
ARTS A N D HUMANITIES COLLOQUIUM
whichwintake place from 3:30-5:30PM on Wednesday, March 8, 2017.
This event offers students from Arts and Humanities courses an opportunity to present their work to an audience of faculty and of their peers.
The Colloquium is a semi-formal occasion resembling as m u c h as possible a professional academic conference.
Papers m a y be submitted from any Arts and Humanities course taught in the spring or fall semesters (or s u m m e r research) of 2016. A n y type of
paper is potentially eligible, but preference will be given to projects involving substantial research.!

After a three-game losing
streak, the Wings were in need
of a wiii, and that is exactly what
they got this past Saturday. The
Penguins started the game off
with the first two points on the
board, but Joe Louis Arena soon
heard the sound of the horn.
Gustav Nyquist buried one
in the back of the net halfway
into the second period to give
the Red Wings a much needed
boost. Thomas Vanek put one in
about four minutes after to tie it
up, but Matt Cullen of the Pen
guins gave them the lead once
again. Frans Nielsen received a
beautiful pass from Mike Green
to tie up the game with .53 sec
onds left in the second period.
The Red Wings didn’tstop there.
Andreas Athanasiou went endto-end with and delivered a
shot to the back of the net in the
third. Green put up another with
Henrik Zetterberg following up
with a final goal ofthe game. The
Wings took the 6-3 victory over
the Penguins. They then facedoff Montreal at the Joe Louis
Arena Monday. Thomas Vanek
sent a long shot into the back of
the net at the end of the second
giving the Wings another win as
Jared Coreau got his second ca
reer shutout.

WARRIORS AVENGE
CHRISTMAS LOSS
N B A heats up as The Golden
State Warriors take sweet re
venge. In the modern NBA, we
don’tfind too many rivalries, but
today, we alllook forward to one
prominent one in the Cavs ancLfi
Warriors battling. On lyJon^ajHv
Jan.16, theWarriors got rfdqpifLroy
tion for their Christmas
to the Cavs; The two potential
N B A finals teams played at Or
acle Arena in front of a hungry
Warriors crowd. The Warriors
scored 126 points compared to
the Cavs who didn’tcrack a hun
dred. The Cavs walked away with
91 points and even up the season
series to 1-1. It would be an in
teresting matchup, ifboth teams
make it to the N B A finals once
again for the third time in a row.
This would be the first time it
happens in N B A history.

Interested in writing?
Make sure to get in touch-‘with

Please submit o n e copy of your paper to the Arts and Humanities Dean's Office, #124 Lubbers Hall, by Wednesday, February 8, 2017.Your n a m e
should appear o n a title page but not elsewhere in the paper. Also include the course and professor for w h o m the paper w a s prepared.

. Isabel at
isabeI.bustaihante@hope;edu

Marcos shines while Pep’s struggles continue
Chelsea and M a n City stand out in g a m e - w e e k twenty one fixtures with shocking performances
a behind the heel pass from
Willian
Boergsma, crossed
S ports C o -Editor
it into the opposing box and
Alonso finished itup with a one
The title race in the English time volley into the lower left
Premier League is tighter than side of the net.
That opened the score line for
ever, as this game week gave fans
the
Blues as they demoralized a
a variety of mixed emotions.
Stunning
goals,
clinical struggling Leicester side. The
assists, remarkable saves and, second goal came offan attempt
to some extent, a lack thereof from David “The Geezer” Luiz.
makes the game week something The Braziliancenter back headed
to look forward to. Here are the a ball, which landed on Alonso’s
main highlights from this week’s right foot. With no hesitation
Alonso knocked itin once again,
fixtures.
with power offa deflection from
the Leicester defense.
Blue Flag Flying High
The Chelsea fans sang and
Xabi
Alonsos
younger
brother,
Marcos,
stunned cheered on as Chelsea continued
the current premier league to dominate, although some
champions
Leicester
City were hungry fora Marcos Alonso
F.C this weekend with a well- hat-trick. To the extent that they
deserved brace. The lesser- chanted “shoot” whenever the
known member of the Alonso ball landed at his feet, regardless
family has been in excellent of where he was on the field.
form this season and is Head Later on, Pedro scored the third
Coach Antonio Conte s firstpick for the blues and that capped
for the leftwing back position in off a stellar performance from
the Chelsea F.C. starting line-up. Conte’s men.
Bouncing back from a loss
With the return of Nathan
to
Tottenham F.C., Chelsea
Ake from loan, speculation came
in that he may have to compete now leads the league by a good
with Alonso over a starting role, seven points in first position.
but after this weekend, most With 52 points in 21 games,
would say that thought shouldn’t Chelsea boasts a good threat
to take the title thus far and
be entertained.
In star-striker Diego Costa’s Tottenham follows in second
absence due to an injury, the place with 45 points in as many
team fared well. Alonso scored games. Chelsea goes up against
his first goal off an assist from Hull City F.C. where they hope
right wing back Victor Moses. to make ittwo wins in a row on
The Nigerian speedster got Jan. 22.
Fononyamba Nunghe
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W H A T A TIME T O B E ALIVE — Marcos Alonso (Middle) celebrates with Victor Moses (Left)
and Gary Cahill (Right) as Chelsea take on Leicester City. Alonso was signed to Chelsea during
the summer transfer window of 2016 from Serle A team, Florentlna.

Pep's City in Shambles
Manchester City F.C. fans
woe this weekend as they
suffered a loss to Ron Koeman’s
Everton F.C side. Pep Guardiola,
the new Manchester City
Gaffer, came into the team after
coaching world class teams
such as F.C. Barcelona in Spain
and F.C Bayern Munchen in
Germany.
Although still early, it hasn't
been as smooth a sailas City fans
may have expected. Losing to
Everton by four goals and failing
to score one didn’t show well
from Pep’s side this weekend.

The first goal came from
Romelu Lukaku. The Belgian
striker got a pass from his fellow
countryman Kevin Mirallas.
Lukaku then slotted the ball in
to the left side of Claudio Bravo,
the Manchester City goalkeeper.
Mirallas also got his name on
the score sheet in the second
half from an assist given by Ross
Barkley.
Roaming in the opposing
box, Mirallas slotted the ball
into the far right side of the net
to give Everton a comfortable
two goal lead. The goal of the
day came from Tom Davies who

got a loose ball, ran across the
field to the opposing side, did
the famous Ronaldo-chop back
between two defenders, laid it
off to Barkley who returned it
back to him and he chipped it
into the net. Ademola Lookman
closed the scoring from a tight
angle to the left. He swung the
ball in pass Bravo and capped off
the game in the final minute of
the game.
M a n City goes up against
Tottenham in the next fixture,
where they hope to bounce back
from the loss and revive their
hopes in the title race.

G o o d times roll for w o m e n ’s basketball
The Flying Dutch keep flying high with solid wins against Olivet a n d St. M a r y ’s
Fononyamba Nunghe
S ports C o-Editor

The Flying Dutch continue to
soar to greater heights and build
up a new winning streak. The 10
game win streak was put to an
end when Hope lostto St.Vincent
Thomas College at Bluffton,
Ohio.
A new win streak began and
is up to four, with the latest two
wins against Olivet College on
Dutch ground and St. Mary’s
College on away ground.
Inthemost recentgame against
Saint Mary’s,Hope outplayed the
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opposition by winning the game
101-49. The Dutch scored 23
points in the first quarter, 28 in
the second, 24 in the third and 26
in the fourth. The stellar defense
held the opposing team to 9 points
inthe firstand second quarters, 11
in the third and 20 in the fourth.
Hope Forward, Francesca
Buchanan (’19), led both
categories with a double-double
in 16 points and 11 rebounds in a
good day’swork. Guard, Madison
Geers (’18) led the assists column
with four in the game.
They shot a solid 45.3
percent and held St. Mary’s to
27.1 percent. The Dutch out

rebounded St. Mary’s as well,
with 59 total rebounds compared
to St. Mary’s 40. The same goes
with assists with 19 compared to
12 and the Dutch bench outscored
their counterparts with a total of
56 points compared to 11.
Hope got up early with an
11-2 lead in the first few minutes
and never trailed throughout
the entire game. They came into
the halftime break with high
morale leading 51-18. Another
noteworthy part of the game was •

that all Hope players got on the
scoreboard and contributed to the
teams success,
Hope, (15-1 overall) is having
a stellar season thus far and is
looking forward to continuing
in the same fashion. The Flying
Dutch go up against Trine
University on Wednesday, Jan. 18
on away ground, where they will
be looking to extend the winning
streak up to five,
Keep an ear to the ground for
updates and results.

Interested in writing for
The Anchor?
Make sure to get in
touch with Fonon or
Isabel at
fononyamba.nunge®
hope.edu
or isabel.bustamante@
hope.edu
~ • .. ~
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GIVE M E T H A T — Hope College Forward Emily MacArthur grabs the rebound over Olivet’s T’
Keyla Collins In most recent home game. Hope fans cheered, as the game went on.

